
1. Introduction
In October 2003, the first edition of the IMPEL-TFS Seaport Project

was brought out. The results of the Rotterdam conference (4, 5 and 

6 June 2003) were summarised in this first edition, as well as the

project aims and planned enforcement actions. 

This second edition presents some general inspection results so far,

particular enforcement actions carried out by our network and the

set up of and preparations for the second project meeting. Also the

project proposal for a follow up project will be summarised, as well

as other things worth knowing. 

2. General results so far
Inspections within the framework of the project are carried out at

this moment in an energetic way! Information and experiences are

exchanged between all authorities, regulations on waste streams are

checked and the first results are being received. A short overview of

results and opinions from some participating countries:

Belgium

“OVAM started to implement the IMPEL-Seaport project guidelines

from September 2003 on. During the last week of January 2004 the

efforts of OVAM, Maritime Police of Antwerp and Antwerp Customs

were focused on the inspection of containers, lorries and storage

locations in the harbour of Antwerp. Inspection officers from

Walloon region as well as police corpses from other Belgian harbours

were invited to participate, in order to stimulate similar inspections

in other locations in Belgium. The strengthening of the co-operation

between Belgian inspection services is a first important national

result of the IMPEL-Seaport project.

Although our officers were (are still are) invited to take part in

inspections abroad, our lack of capacity prevents us from responding

to these offers. We were glad to receive Dutch officers during our

activities in the Antwerp harbour, and to exchange experiences on

practical enforcement problems. The rigid TFS-reporting obligations

forced us to adapt and improve our own reporting system.

Communication with other competent authorities stays informal but

fluent and efficient for the most part”. 

More information: Bart Palmans, e-mail: bart.palmans@ovam.be

Latvia

“Enforcement activities during the Seaport project gave good results

and new experiences for Latvia. One of the challenges for our Marine

Environment Board was to start dealing with illegal waste shipment

control in the Riga Free Port, because before this project we supervi-

sed other kinds of environmental problems. This project gives us the

opportunity to expand our cooperation with the Riga Free Port,

customs and other state authorities as well as shipping companies. 

Just after the first inspections within this project during December

2003, we recognize that it is necessary gradually to improve the

control of TFS regulations in our country. At the moment our priority

is to establish better cooperation between State environmental

authorities and customs in the Riga Free Port. Certainly it would be

necessary to develop close cooperation also between the enforcement

authorities of other EU countries. We are convinced that exchange of

knowledge and experiences is the most important aspect for the

enforcement of waste shipment regulations. Thanks to this IMPEL-

TFS project we can arrange qualified waste inspections together with

all state authorities involved. Exchange of information between local

authorities and authorities from other EU countries during the

project has been accelerated and facilitates better co-operation which

leads to successful project realization. It is easier now to get and

exchange information, to discuss, get publications and other
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materials, also via internet with the Viadesk website. One of the

issues which has to be tackled when finalizing the project will be

lack of technical means to carry out efficient inspections in the Riga

Free Port, which certainly is one of the weak points in our control

system.

More information: Vairis Shantars (Marine Environment Protection

Division, Chief Ecology Specialist) or Ojars Gerke, e-mail:

ojars.gerke@jvp.org.lv

Exchange of inspectors (1)

“In the framework of the IMPEL-TFS seaport project, The Netherlands’

VROM Inspectorate in Rotterdam invited colleagues of the Hamburg

customs and the Hamburg environmental authorities. Two custom

officers and one officer from the Behörde für Umwelt und Gesundheit

came to Rotterdam, The Netherlands, on 25, 26 and 27 February.

They joined a traffic inspection by the customs in the port of Rotterdam

focussing on waste shipments and an inspection by the Harbour

police and the environmental authorities (OVAM) in the port of

Antwerp (Belgium). We compared working methods and talked

about documentation, good codes, waste profiles and the computer

systems of the customs in Rotterdam and Hamburg. During a visit to

the port of Amsterdam (the Netherlands) we exchanged experiences

concerning car wrecks and household goods. In these three days we

also exchanged information about waste profiles and experiences on

practical enforcement issues regarding for example old fridges, house-

hold waste, cooperation with involved authorities and other TFS

issues in an informal setting. We enjoined the cooperation these three

days with our colleagues from Hamburg and Antwerp. Thanks!”

Exchange of inspectors (2)

Dutch inspectors joined enforcement actions in the port of Antwerp

(October 2003) and in Felixstowe (December 2003). A lack of capacity

and finances appear to be important conditions for the exchange of

inspectors. Latvia for example is only capable of inviting participa-

ting countries to take part in the inspections in the Port of Riga,

instead of joining actions in other ports themselves. This means they

are depending on the financial possibilities and willingness of other

countries in order to participate in joint inspections.

More information: Arno Vink and Louis van der Ploeg,

e-mail:  louis.vanderploeg@minvrom.nl

3. Some specific enforcement actions

Household wastes from Ireland to India

During Winter 2003, illegal export of tonnes of Irish waste destined

for India, Singapore and Indonesia was detected. 

The waste, including some waste from local authority contractors,

was detected by officials in the Rotterdam harbour. During spot

checks household waste was discovered, instead of ‘green declared

paper waste’ that would be recycled in Asia. A similar situation

occurred in the Antwerp harbour As a result,  about 2.000 tonnes in

107 containers were sent back from Rotterdam and Antwerp to

Ireland. A number of articles have been published in various news-

letters in Belgium, Ireland and The Netherlands. More information

and the articles itself can be found at the virtual “Viadesk” project

website (see also below). 

Computer scrap from UK to Pakistan

An illegal export of computer scrap from the United Kingdom to

Pakistan was detected in the harbour of Felixstowe. Custom docu-

ments indicated that the shipment should contain plastic waste, but

physical inspected turned out that the container contained of com-

puter waste, more in particular computer screens. The export of this

waste is prohibited by the Basel convention. 

4. Second conference 
As agreed at the last conference in Rotterdam, the second meeting

will be held on 22 and 23 April 2004. The Flemish Public Waste

Agency (OVAM) is willing to host this second project meeting.

During this meeting the final results of enforcement actions and

overall conclusions will be point of discussion. Also conclusions and

recommendations will be discussed. These issues will form the basis

for a project report that will be published during summer 2004. An

invitation letter and additional information for the conference will be

send to the project participants on short term. 



5. Virtual project web
During January 2004, The Netherlands VROM-Inspectorate intro-

duced a virtual project web for this project, called Viadesk. Viadesk

introduces a virtual project room for all project members via intranet;

access is only possible with a username and password. It contains

relevant documents, e-mails and a platform for discussion. It stimu-

lates an open and fast way of communicating with each other. With

an internet connection you always have access to all information on

the IMPEL-TFS Seaport project, no matter were you are. 

More information about Viadesk be gained at the project management 

(for contact information: see below).

6. Follow up IMPEL-TFS Seaport project
There is a strong need to intensify and to enlarge the established

cooperation. This is the reason that The Netherlands VROM-

Inspectorate has drawn up a project proposal (Terms of Reference)

for a follow up project. The TOR was approved at the plenary

IMPEL meeting in Rome (November 2003). 

Besides the current project participants, other relevant IMPEL-TFS

countries will be invited to join the follow up project. In particular,

the enforcement authorities of the ports of Le Havre (France) and

Dublin (Ireland) will be asked to participate, because of their

geographical location with regard to transport of waste. The follow

up project will also focus on the enlargement of the number of

seaports within participating countries. The preparation for this

project will start directly after the current project. A first conference

will be organised in September 2004. The operational phase of the

project is foreseen from October 2004 till March 2005. The final

results of the project will be point of discussion at a second and last

conference, foreseen in April 2005. Malta already confirmed their

participation in this project. Ireland and Italy have shown interest to

join this project as well. 

More information about this project proposal can be gained at the project

management (for contact information: see below). 

7. Things worth knowing
• In December 2003 an interim report on the IMPEL-TFS Seaport

project was published. The report describes the results of the

project up till December 2003;

• The IMPEL-TFS Seaport project was mentioned on the electronic

news service on ozone protection and implementation of the

Montreal Protocol (OzoNews), by the UNEP DTIE OzonAction

Programme (Paris). See therefore:

www.uneptie.org/ozonaction/compliance/ozonews/04Feb17.html#3;

• In their latest newsletter INECE (an informal network of over 2500

environmental enforcers worldwide) mentioned the IMPEL-TFS

Seaport project. See therefore http://inece.org/newsletter/

9/enforcement.html;

• A third edition of this newsletter is foreseen in May 2004;

• More common information about the IMPEL-TFS Seaport project

can be found at: www2.minvrom.nl/docs/international/

Info_IMPEL_TFS_project_eng.pdf

For more information about above-mentioned issues, please send a email to

nancy.isarin@minvrom.nl;
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